
The firsr Hungarian language book on film, The Mo<"ing Picture, which was 

edired by mO\'ic rhearer owner Sandor Kocma ar Kaposv.r in May, 19) 1 and 

whose beauriful coyer and graphic design were rhe work of Lajos Kozma, can 

be used b y quickly flipping irs pages, rhus showing a galloping horse in morion. 

In rhe upper righr hand comer of every page rhere is rhe phase photo of a horse 

and its rider, and this picture, along with those that follow, make up a pocket

size cinematograph. 

There are no such phas'c-photos in the corners of this book. We would ne

ycrthclcss like t'he reader to treat it as if it were his very own domestic cinemato
graph: not with the fast flipping of its pages, but by looking at irs photographs 
time and time again. Though these are "merely" stills, they are not identical 
with the compositions one usually associates witb photo albums. Supplemented 
with the movies of OUf memories, they can start mO\'ing again and bring to Efe 
the action compressed here into a Single photograph. But we wish to do more 
than animate the stories of various films with the assistance of the reader; we 
would also like to recall the adventurous history of the Hungarian einema, born 
oyer eighty yea rs ago. This picture book is not a substitute for a thorough history 
of the Hungarian cinema; its "phase-photos" capture only the most important 
stations in its developmenL 
\x;hat do we see on these pictures? 

The anS",··cr seems obvious enough. Nevertheless, it is worth some contemplation. 

Informative communication? 

Factual orientation: so and so at such and such a time in this or that film? 
A picture chronicle? 
Photography as art? 
And if so, who is the artist? The film is the creation of the director, the roles 
arc interpreted by the actors, who arc also visible: the picture is created by 
a photographer called a cinematographer (according to !vl6r Ballagi's 19th century 
dictionary , an art-maker), and a lighting camera-man, but the photographs that 
appear in display windows and magazines arc not made by them, but by the 
studio photographer who, after a scene is shot, records what he sees using his 
own independent means. 

Or, is what the reader sees as he peruses this book merely a reminder ? 

..\ II of the above, and none of the above. 

F"r thousands and thousands of \'ears, thc picture was not considered as a faithful 

representation of reality. In other words, it did not play the role we would ex

pect of it in the age of TV news, magazines and collections of documentary 

photographs . 
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The picture was a sign that iuitiated a series of thoughts- no wonder that 
hllers were born of such pictographs ... \fter all , c,'en the paintings on the walls of 
medie"al cathedrals served this purpose. 
If we look intu Johann Am,)S Comenius's school book, which was first published 
in Brasov in 1675, and which was republished in Budapest in 1970 under the 
title, Orbis Sellsllalium PiCllIS, that is, The Visibl-e \f.'orld, we are awed by the 
beautiful baroque woodcuts which communicate abstract concepts for ten year 
olds with refined simplicity. These illustrations do not represent the actual, 
natural reality which the child experiences day after day, but the c.",mce of that 
reality. The Hu",alli/a.f illustration, for example, \\'hich appears on page 246, 
depicts two men embracing in a friendly greeting in the foreground, ","hile in the 
background, Cain slays :"bel, and two other men arc engaged in a duel. The ac
companying text is as follows: ",\ 'icn ha",~ been created for mutual benefit and 
good, so be they full of the milk of human kindness ." The chi ld supplements this 
text with the illustration, and, uniting the two in a dialectic~ he comes to under
stand the basic conception. From then on, illustration and text live on as one for 
him: neither is of full ,'alue by itself. 
As a result of the disco\'cry of photograph y and of the proliferation of the 
rorary-press-produced newspaper, this meaning of pktures has changed. Since 
the illustrations in the mas!' media have hecome a means of communicating 
information, the nc\\'spapcr rcaders h3\'O COme to expect photographs to provide 
them with accurate informa.tion. E\·en art photos stro\-c for accuracy : we know of 
many portrait painters who, in the last century, joined the camp uf photographers, 
thinking that in tbis wav they could provide a morc accurate portrait of their 
subjects, We also know that the first moving pictures were considered to be thc 
mOst faithful - because mechanical - representations of reality, so much so tnat 
as a result, some critics disputed film's claim to art. It is not so well kno\vn 
that the film, de'pite the above, ,'ery soon made this kind of representation of the 
natura.l indirect~· feature films presented made up sturks shot at specially chosen 
locations or sets~ in artificial light, and with actors who plaYl!d or pC1formed - in 
other words , who transmitted the csseno:: like Comcnius's J. 'isible ~flodd. 

If we no\\' ;think back on anyone of our often-seen~ fa\·orite films, we can recount 
its scory: its visual wor l d ~ too, comes alive before our inner eye, but it is very 
rarely that WI.: can remember any of its specific angles or short seq uences, ho\v
c\·er important. Thus, even iu the: cas'c of film it is not the pictures we remember; 
rather, the subjectin: and intellectual memory of what v,'e ha,·c seen is trans 
formed within us , and it is this which is rra nsjormcd bac& into a series of picturcs. 
All this is true in reverse as well: the pictures taken by the staff photugrapher 

during the shooting arc not faithful documentaries of any scene in the film, but 
only more or less accurate i11ustrations to help our memories. This is how we 
must approach the illustrations of this picture book, too, -which, by the way, 
offers selections onlv from feature films. I ca ll them illustrations ad"iscdl". For- , ' 

although these photOgraphs arc indisputRbly documentan', timeless relics of 
former si ruations~ happenings, scenes, e"cn though the actors we see on them 
performed among the sets we sec, these pictures arc srjll no more than illustra
tions to remind us of the essellce of the films. At the same time , howe\"er, in 
seeming contradiction to the above, without any in-depth study, \\'C can see and 
fcel that almost every picture in this book is a carefully thought out composition, 
in the art-historical sense of tbe " 'ord. The position of the figures within the 
frame, the emOJions we sec on the faces give us something of value which has an 
aesthetic raisoll d'ecre all its own, and gives us much joy. 
This is the rcason we have allotted more space than is usual to posters , ..vhich 
pro,' ide an indispensable link between the film and its audience. The poster not 
only informs the public about the story and message of a film, it also reflects the 
opinion of the artist who made it ; what is marc, it is often a valuable work of art 
by itself, and just as often, a document of the age, 
Naturally) none of this can subst itute for the experience of s'eeing pictures come 
to life by quickly flipping the pages of a picture hook like The M oving Picture, but 
perhaps it will bring back memories, and with the memories, the experience 
of identification with the wonderful world of the Hungarian cinema. 
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